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Paying Off Debt: Snowball vs. Avalanche

Dear [--Merge1--],
 
Sometimes paying off debt can feel impossible, especially if you owe a lot. 

So, what can you do?

There are two common methods to help stay focused on clearing debt – the snowball and
the avalanche.

Let’s start with the Snowball Method

First, list all your debts - such as credit cards, bills, and loans - from the lowest to highest
amounts. 
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Next, make the minimum monthly payment on each bill, using any extra money you have
towards clearing the total balance of the lowest bill.

As you roll your payments from the smallest balance to the next one on your list, the
amount you can pay “snowballs,” giving you more funds to pay down the bigger debts.
 
Now, onto the Avalanche Method

This method is simple:
 
1.  List your debts from those with the highest interest rates to the lowest.

2. Pay the debt with the highest interest rate first, and then down the list. 

This way, you can slide your way down the debt mountain, saving money in the long run
because you’re paying off high-interest debt first, while still making minimum monthly
payments on the others.

So which method is better? 

That’s up to you. The snowball strategy can be encouraging because you’ll see debts
getting paid quickly, while the avalanche attack can save money by paying less in interest
costs over time.

Ultimately, either method can help you stay focused on paying off all your debt. 

Now won’t that be cool?
 
For more information on financial literacy for adults, visit BankOn Hampton Roads. 

Our All About Me program can help you navigate the waters regardless of where you
are in life or what your greatest challenges happen to be.

Visit All About Me

Beach Municipal FCU is not responsible for decisions made based on this content. This information is for reference only. 

As always, we thank you for your membership and the opportunity to serve you!
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